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Research studies

 “relationships facilitated through social media can help 

people adjust to new environments and cope with 

challenging issues especially when they enter  into a new 

environment, culture, or country” (Lin, et al., 2012 as cited 

by Seo, Harn, Ebrahim, & Aldana, 2016)

 level of social media use is positively associated with level 

of perceived social adjustment but not with level of 

perceived social support

 common challenges in getting social support online and 

special circumstances facing international students. (Seo

et al., 2016).



How social media is used by organizations

promote awareness of their 

organization,

 awareness of a cause,

campus events.

Source: https://go.utk.edu/student-organizations-and-social-media/

https://go.utk.edu/student-organizations-and-social-media/


Social media use of FEU Respondents

Survey on Social Media Use.pdf
Tally Results - Survery on Social Media Use.docx


Before getting started, strategize.

purpose, audience, the content

Platform (conduct research on info needs, 
preferred platform, evaluate/feedback)

Point persons (administrators, content 
creators, editor, graphics)

Communication plan (obj, activity, timetable, 
process flow)

sample for Social Media questionnaire.docx


Decide on a flowchart

editorial meetings to 
decide SM 

Communication 
plan, content 
assignments

Submission 
(deadlines)

Review & editing for 
accuracy & ethics

Posting
Monitoring and 
responding to 

comments
analytics



Set goals for your organization social 

network interactions.

 Set rules for social media engagement 

Ombudsman (a panel of reviewers)

Policy on honesty, decency, courtesy, respect, truthfulness, 
privacy, constructive criticism and openness, acceptable 
language and images 

Do not propagate false stories, hatred, defamatory and 
libellous statements, personal attacks & online bullying, 
trolling



DIGITAL FOOTPRINTS (NBI can track sources, cybercrime law)

Be mindful of the impact of your posts or comments (John 
Denver Trending)

Whatever you post reflects and may impact the school 

Disciplinary action meted by school 







House Bill 5718  (“Anti Cyber-Bullying Act of 2015,”) 

.. “acts of cruelty committed using the Internet or any form of electronic media or technology that has the 

effect of stripping one’s dignity or causing reasonable fear or physical or emotional harm.”

Offensive acts include the following:

a) Repeatedly sending offensive, rude and insulting message;

b) Distributing derogatory information about the victim;

c) Posting or sending offensive photos of the victim, whether these are digitally altered or not, or were 

taken with or without consent, with the intention to humiliate and embarrass the victim;

d) Breaking into an email, social networking or any electronic account and using the victim’s virtual 

identity to send, upload or distribute embarrassing materials to or about others;

e) Sharing the victim’s personal information or any embarrassing information, or tricking the victim into 

revealing personal or embarrassing information and sharing it to others; and

f) Repeatedly sending messages that include threats of harm or engaging in online activities that cause 

fear on the victim’s safety.

Proposed penalties: fines ranging from P50,000 to P100,000, or imprisonment between six months and six 
years, or both, at the discretion of the court.



Cyberbullying

 “Posting online of malicious and/or defamatory words against another 

person is punishable under the Revised Penal Code and the Cybercrime 

Prevention Act. Victims may report the bullying to the police. If the victim 

decides to file a criminal case against the offender, the police or a lawyer 

can help in the preparation of the complaint. 

 Victims of bullying can also seek for the payment of damages from the 

offender. The Civil Code of the Philippines provides that whoever causes 

damage to another shall be liable to pay for the damage done. A 

complaint is required to be filed in court before the judge shall determine if 

the offender is liable for damages. “

https://www.sunstar.com.ph/article/162221



Buzz words for Social Media presence

Creative (cartoon, infographics)

 Catchy (memes, parody)

 Complete info (news, documentary, narratives)

 Correct data

 Content is relevant

 Current 



 https://www.digitalmarketer.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04h/ultimate-list-of-blog-post-ideas-inforgraphic.jpgm

https://www.digitalmarketer.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04h/ultimate-list-of-blog-post-ideas-inforgraphic.jpg


 https://www.digitalmarketer.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/ultimate-list-of-blog-post-ideas-inforgraphic.jpg

https://www.digitalmarketer.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/ultimate-list-of-blog-post-ideas-inforgraphic.jpg


Tips in maintaining org’s SM presence

Update your content and post new material. 

Relevant info to organization, course

Infographics

Be sure respond to questions or comments 
within 24-36 hours.

Contact information for your organization is up 
to date.



Tips in maintaining org’s SM presence

Be accurate. Check your facts before you post. If 

possible, post the direct link to your source of 

information. It is also helpful to check your posts 

for spelling and grammatical errors.

Data Privacy. Ask permission, attribution/citation.

Keep your content positive and respectful
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Thank you!


